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It is good to know where you are at. With all the pretending, with
all the charts, you probably overestimate or underestimate your vibration, your "vibrational frequency".

To measure another person's vibration,

1. you need to be energetically connected to that person (an empath capacity), or touch them...
2. your vibration needs to be above 200... and even there,
3. you need to be connected to Source,
4. be outside of your ego, to do that... to muscle test the other person's vibration.
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My vibration is above 900, I am completely outside of my ego, so I trust my
measurements. I share my story of how I went from a vibration of 35 to 185 to 295 to ultimately above
900 in about 50 years... I am 69 now.

People's lives, emotional state, achievements, relationships prove that my measurements are accurate, not
only their actual feedback, of which I have a ton.

It's not only how you feel about yourself, but what you can do with your life that testifies and proves your
vibration.

I can measure your vibration for a donation of $5 or more. I will email you the number,
and my experience of you while I was measuring your vibration.

If it is obvious to me, I will also email you my recommendation of a product of mine that will either ease
your current discomfort, or will start the process of raising your vibration.

If someone has measured your vibration already... then you want a second opinion. If this is you, email me
the person's name or email address... I'll also measure THEIR vibration for you to see how accurate they
could be in measuring yours.

What is vibration? What are we measuring? What is the process?

Download the pdf version of this article at the end of the article

Vibration, as we use it to measure your level of consciousness, is a number that is reflective of your world
view, your self-view, your ability to use all the faculties you as a human have, and it is very indicative of
your state of mind, your mood, your ability to see things accurately, to make astute observations, and to
make accurate and effective decisions about your affairs, about people, abut stuff.

The measurement of vibration

The measurement of vibration, as I said before, is a number between zero and 1,000.
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The scale is logarithmic, Dr. David Hawkins arbitrarily chose a logarithmic scale to show your vibration or
consciousness level on his "map of consciousness." I don't agree with most of his measurements, and most
of his statements, by the way. His 'Truth versus Falsehood' book has a puny truth value of 10%. The
emotions don't accurately reflect the level of vibration, the level of consciousness... So if you are trying to
raise your vibration so you have better mood... raising your vibration is much more complicated than that...
and gets you much more.

A logarithmic scale would say that someone with a 900 vibration is still only at around 50% of what a
human being can become as a potential.

Saying that those numbers are Hertz is pretentious: it really has nothing to do with vibration, or frequency:
it was just made up.1

But whether it is vibration, or it is consciousness, the vibrational frequency measurement is a useful
number.

Vibrational frequency

Although the phenomenon this number shows is not vibrational and not frequency, the number, as I said
before is useful.

The number shows where you stand on the consciousness scale.

Consciousness scale divides people to two major groups:

Group 1: lives in hoping, in cause and effect, not knowing that they are cause: instead they are either try to
manipulate their own energy, or wait for others to do it for them. This is everyone with a vibrational
measurement of 200, 99.99% of humanity.

Group 2: they are aware and conscious that they are causing. On some level, you cause everything,
especially your inner state. In the physical world you cause very little, but in the inner state, including your
periphery (body, emotions, mind) you cause or can cause everything.

The dividing line is responsibility and integrity. Responsibility as an inner job, and integrity as an inner job.

Above 200 you begin to gain access to beingness. The ability to come from a way of being that you say...
How many beingness state you can come from depends on the number of DNA capacities active and turned
on in your DNA. The average number of capacities is between five and seven.

Your current number of capacities is a combined number of the capacities you inherited from one of your
parents, and the number of capacities you have added through extreme effort, hardship, and suffering.
There is an experimental energetic method I am testing, that can turn on a capacity. The tricky part is
keeping the capacity open by needing it for life. Your life.

Consciousness scale measures to what degree you are aware of your environment and the inner workings
of a human, especially yours. And to the degree you have access to higher states of being.

Certain ways of being are only available at certain levels of vibration, or vibrational frequency. For example
love is somewhere between 520 and 560 on the vibrational scale.

Love for a reason, or love with an agenda don't qualify to be called love... Love on the vibrational level of
being love is pure love, love for no reason, love with no agenda, love for love's sake.

I promise you, you have never seen or experienced love like that: even to experience it, you need to be on
the level of love.
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Vibration measurement

Measuring vibration is tricky. Why? Because ego wants it to be high.

1. A human who has a vested interest for that vibration measurement to be low or high, does not
qualify to measure the vibration

2. A human whose vibration is low, does not qualify to measure the vibration: their measurements will
be inaccurate

3. A human who only connects to their mind or ego will not measure vibration correctly. When you truly
connect to Source, there is no mind and there is no ego.

4. I measure vibration without ego, while connected to Source, which is all-knowledge. I don't care what
number comes up, I have no ego in the matter, and I have no gain or loss either way.When I
measure vibration, I connect to the person I am measuring their vibration, connect to Source. I feel
what the person feels, actually I feel stronger what the person feels, than themselves. I may have an
opinion, but the number comes from Source, not me, and not from my opinion.

Summary: I measure your vibration as an indicator. I am more able to help you raising your vibration if I
know where you are at.

Vibration is a very complicated number, but I can tell a world about you through it.

Your vibration number (between 1 and 1000) tells me how you react to things that are happening. Tells me
how truthful you are with yourself and others. Tells me the level of your health, your attitude to feedback
and guidance. How accurate your world view is, compared to reality.

It's a great filtering tool.

Based on what I find, I may recommend you a path to follow to raise your vibration.

Want to find out where you are?

Or if you think you are ready, here is a button to send me a donation

To get you this information, I have to connect to you energetically... And I find out more about you than
just the numbers... I connect to your soul... and I connect to your personal hell... That's how I make my
decision, on that basis. My experience of being you. No hiding.
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Article Name
How to measure your vibrational frequencey
Description
Vibrational frequency is a number on a logarithmic scale, and it measures how well your world view and
your emotions, thinking, behavior matches reality, to what degree you have departed from human animal
and rose to the level of human being. The current level of vibration of humanity is 130, which is about 1%
of the way to human beingness.
Sophie Benshitta Maven
Sophie Benshitta Maven
yourvibration.com
yourvibration.com

FOOTNOTES

Some of the most important things are said here...

1. It is an interesting aside... but I bought the domain name, yourvibration.com because it was cheap. I
had no conscious intention to do what I am doing now, raising the vibration of people so they can
become human beings, instead of human machines.

But, as they say, god works in mysterious ways, and whether it is god, whether it is my inner
guidance, whether my connection with All-of-it, I don't know, but I was steadily lead down this rabbit
hole [ ]

Related Posts:

What is Vibration?
How to measure human vibrational frequency? Can your vibration be high and your consciousness
low?
Case Study #7: Theta Healing as a healing modality
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2 responses so far ↓

1 Devbose // Sep 24, 2016 at 10:17 am

Your article is amazing, plz reply is what are the device or instruments where we can measure human
being and its organ frequency.
Thanks

2 Sophie Benshitta Maven // Sep 24, 2016 at 10:24 am

no such device, as far as I know.

I can measure spiritual vibration, but I don't know anything about organ frequency... other than 20
years ago a naturopathic doctor used something on me that told him that my colon wasn't strong
enough to heal itself... He touched the sensor on my finger digits...

But what machine he used? I don't know. But eventually I proved him wrong.
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